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Handy and chic 

The dressage arena fences by COLUMBUS are characterized by the classical design, which is representative for every event. 

Our fences are low in maintenance and very durable due to the high-quality vinyl which also gives your dressage arena a 

stylish charisma. 

Permanent or mobile assembly 

COLUMBUS offers three different types of dressage arena fences: mobile • permanent with one rail • permanent with two rails 

Maintenance-friendly 

Due to the smooth surface of posts, cones and rails you can 

easily wash off all the dirt and dust with warm water and soap 

or just hose it off. The material cannot rot away, the paint 

cannot chip off and you don’t have to paint your arena fences 

ever again.  

 

Compact storage 

The COLUMBUS mobile dressage arena cones are 

stackable and thus can be stored compactly. Due to the light 

weight of the vinyl even the permanent arenas are easily 

assembled and disassembled. No tools are necessary for 

the assembly. Due to the crosspieces within the rails they 

are very solid and sagging is almost impossible. The rails 

have a length of 2,5m when permanently assembled and 

4m when delivered with the mobile system. Those 

dimensions allow you to fence in your dressage arenas with 

competition dimensions exactly. The rails are just slid 

through the posts or cones and ready is your beautiful 

dressage arena. 

 

geschoben, so das ein sauberes ganzes entsteht. 
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Mobile dressage arena fences with cones 

and bars 

This type of dressage arenas you will find at 

almost every competition. These little fences 

exist of cones which are placed on the 

ground and 4m long rails which are only slid 

through the cones. Due to the hollow cones 

the arena can be stacked and thus easily 

stored away.  

More and more frequently we can see the 

COLUMBUS dressage arenas at national 

and even international dressage events. The 

high-end finishing and charisma as well as 

the design provide you with a representative 

dressage arena fence. COLUMBUS is 

completely convinced by the quality of this 

material, that we can give 10 years warranty 

on colourfastness and fatiguing of the 

material. 

 

Permanent dressage arena fences 

The permanent dressage arena fences are 

an absolute eye-catcher and can be 

assembled with one or two rails. When only 

one rail is used the total height of the fence 

is approx. 35-40cm and if two rails are used 

the total height is approx. 65-70cm. The 

posts are embedded into holes in the 

ground and stabilized with concrete or 

gravel. This way a solid assembly is 

achieved which endures the changes of the 

soil and the weather. 

 


